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TI IV E-EOU I PIV ENT.PRODUCTION APP

Penta Technologies announced Penta Time-

Equipment-Production (TEP), a crew-based field

reporting app. The app provides supervisors with

the technology they need to optimize reporting

from the field for employee time, equipment usage,
production and reimbursements. Data is captured
in one central application to initiate a seamless
integration process. Benefits of the TEP tablet

app include improved efficiency of task allocation

to superuisors and their crews, improved labor

utilization, improved schedule predictability and

simpliiied recording time to cost codes.
penta.com
Circle 200 on card or visit cbofreeinfo.com.

2M235 TWO.IVAN HOLE DIGGER
General Equipment Company has introduced

the M235 Two-Man Hole Digger. The M235 is

well-suited for a range of hole-digging applications

in various soil types. lt features polymeric Gen

2 Comfort-Flex operator handle technology with

in'tegrated flex-type handle grips, which takes the

next step in absorbing torque-related kickback

forces and damping machine vibrations. lt is also a

lightweight, more compact unit-S0 percent lighter

than other General two-man hole digger models.

The M235 features a Briggs & Stratton I gocc,

4.5-hp gas engine. The newly designed, heavy

duty, oil-cooled transmission includes a centrifugal

all-metal clutch and machine-cut spur gears with a
'1 -inch diameter output shaft.
generalequip.com
Circle 201 on card or visit cbofreeinfo.com.

3 LOW-PROFILE BUILDING
Clearspan Fabric Sttuctures released its new
product addition, the Low-Profile Building. The new

structure features short sidewalls, so customers
have the option to create a structure that is as tall

or as short as needed, The Low-Profile Building

is designed to be built on blocks, foundations,
coniainers, helical piers or posts of any heighl,

ensuring that the building's clearance meels
any application. The building has a peak design

and ulilizes ClearSpan's ultra-strong, truss-arch

design. The durable structural sleel has been triple
galvanized, making it corrosion resistant and long-

lasting, even in the most damaging environments.
clearspan.com
Circle 2o2 on card or visit cbofreeinfo.com.
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4 H.O,S.S, LANDOLL TRAILER
Landoll Trailer has introduced a line of new

hydraulic operating systems, nicknamed H.O.S.S.,

and High Visibility Lighting package. The 400 'A"

Series Traveling Axle trailers are the first models

with these standard feaiures. The H.O.S.S. trailer

cuts the overall operational time in half. The axle

traveling forward has increased by 36 percent and

moving back by 58 percent. Tilt-deck positioning

has increased to nearly 63 percent, while winch in

and out speeds are closer to 66 percent, Removal

of res'trictors eliminate considerable back pressure,

resulting in cooler operational temperatures and a
quieter environment.
landoll.com
Circle 203 on card or visit cbofreeinfo.com.

5 PLUG-&-CHARGE SOLAR
CHARGER MAINTAINER
PulseTech Product's new SP-5 OTR Solar Charger
Maintainer allows fleet managers and sales dealers
of equipment with an OBD plug to eliminate jump

starts and extend battery life. The new s-watt system

utilizes a simple, temporary OBD plug-in instead of a
permanent, more complicated installation. The SP-5
OTR temporarily attaches to the vehicle's exterior
hood with four suction cups and plugs directly into

the OBD connector for power. The setup allows for

easy installation and removal in seconds.
pulsetech.net
Circle 204 on card or visit cbofreeinfo.com.
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